
Sara, pediatric 
brain tumour 
survivor, and 
big sister, Alice
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Our Impact  
   In 2011

69  
Patients who donated brain tumour 
tissue to the Brain Tumour Tissue 
Bank at London Health Sciences 
Centre in London

800  
People participated in monthly Adult 
Brain Tumour Support Groups across 
Canada

60  
Families took part in the BrainWAVE 
support program in Southern Ontario 
and British Columbia

4894  
Brain Tumour Patient Handbooks 
(Adult, Pediatric and Non-Malignant) 
delivered across Canada, to health 
care professionals and people 
affected by a brain tumour

1491  
Children’s storybooks in English, 
French and Italian delivered to 
families, children and schools across 
Canada and internationally

Your generous support leads the 
way for brain tumour patient 
programs and research, all across 
Canada. Because of you, in 2011 
we reached more people affected 
by this disease than ever before.
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9 
Brain Tumour Research Grants awarded 
by Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada

1278 
Requests for information and  
one-on-one emotional support 
250 
Health care professionals attended  
12 in-service educational presentations

90 
Health care professionals attended four 
Health Care Professionals’ workshops 

619  
People participated in Brain Tumour 
Information Day Conferences and 
Education Seminars

69,913  
Unique visitors to Brain Tumour 
Foundation of Canada’s website

451 
Media hits, helping raise public 
awareness about brain tumours

115 
Health Care Professional Kits 
disseminated across Canada

5858 
Participants in the Spring Sprint 
program in 21 cities across  
eight provinces

24,000  
BrainStorm print newsletters 
distributed across Canada

111 
Community Events held nation-wide, 
supporting brain tumour research  
and patient programs

620 Colborne St.  
Suite 301 
London, ON  
N6B 3R9 
 

T  519.642.7755 
1 [800] 265.5106 
F  519.642.7192 
www.braintumour.ca
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Hope 

We strive to empower and engage people affected by a brain 

tumour through optimism, while inspiring the community to share 

their time, talent, experience and resources.

Caring 

We act with empathy, compassion, understanding and a strong 

desire to empower and emotionally support those we serve.

integrity 

We are committed to honesty, respect and transparency in our 

actions and to always do what we promise.

aCCountability 

We fulfill our legal, moral and ethical standards with rigour;  

and we report back to our stakeholders in a timely and  

accurate manner. 

Collaboration 

We work toward achieving our mission through effective 

partnerships, alliances and affiliations with volunteers, staff,  

donors and other members of the brain tumour community. 

Creating a ConneCted 
Community 

We honour and celebrate relationships that help the organization 

to live and advance its mission and vision. We are stewards 

committed to long term, mutually supportive relationships that 

create a vibrant brain tumour community.

 

 

Our Vision is to find the cause of and 
cure for brain tumours while improving 
the quality of life for those affected.Our Vision

Our Values

Our Mission is to reach every 
person in Canada affected by a brain 
tumour through support, education, 
information and research.

Our Values serve as guidelines for our 
conduct and behaviour as we work 
towards our Vision.

Our Mission
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Every hour of every day, more than 
one Canadian hears the words, 
“you have a brain tumour.” This is 
what drives Brain Tumour Foundation of 
Canada to continue working diligently 
to meet the needs of all Canadians 
living with a brain tumour. It is because 
of you, our dedicated donors and 
volunteers, that our mission and vision 
will be met, and for this we extend our 
heartfelt gratitude.

this past year was one of transformation for the organization; 

a year that ushered in several new initiatives to help lift the 

burden of a brain tumour for anyone touched by this devastating 

disease. We are urgently pursuing more answers around cures 

and causes for brain tumours through our research program 

as well as collaborative projects across north america. We 

are stepping up our advocacy efforts to lay the groundwork 

for future campaigns based around issues recently identified 

through a community survey: the need for increased funding for 

brain tumour research, for better patient care through accurate 

data collection, and for equal access to drugs and treatment. 

We also had a record-breaking year for Spring Sprint, the largest 

fundraiser for the brain tumour community. more than $1.6 

million was raised to fund critical research and patient programs.  

We welcome you to the 2011 report to the brain tumour 

Community. Here you’ll read moving stories about how you 

make a difference in the lives of those affected by a brain 

tumour. these stories echo our values of Hope, Caring, integrity, 

accountability, Collaboration and Creating a Connected 

Community. they also show how deep the commitment to 

overcoming this disease runs.

Susan Marshall 
executive director

Joseph Megyesi 
Chair, board of directors

Thank you for your tireless support and 
determination. Our work is only made 
possible through your kind generosity.

Together we will change the future of brain tumour 
research and patient care. Together we will find a cure.
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When dan and ruth motkya’s son, richard, was diagnosed with 

an aggressive grade 3 brain tumour in august 2003, life changed 

in an instant for everyone. “our reaction was horror,” says richard, 

now 48. While he was unable to return to his job as the vice-

president of a Silicon Valley-based hi-tech company, richard began 

rebuilding his life with a series of wide-ranging pursuits including 

supporting brain tumour Foundation of Canada.

it became a family effort as Karen, richard’s wife, their twins 

Stephenie and danny, his parents ruth and dan, his sister alison 

and many others rallied to show their support for richard and 

others affected by the disease. 

richard’s sister alison and her husband darrell, along with former 

business partners Howard Crone and his wife michelle, have 

played a vitally important role on the financial front in helping 

the battle against brain tumours: they have made special gifts 

to fund research into the cause of and cure for the disease. 

alison and darrell have also created the richard motyka brain 

tumour Fellowship.  the Fellowship supports the critical need for 

an increased focus on brain tumour research and enables young 

clinicians and scientists to enter this important field, accelerating 

studies leading to a cure for brain tumours. 2011 marked the 

inaugural year the richard motyka brain tumour research 

Fellowship was open for applications, and the first award will  

be given out in 2012.

Research Program 
Spotlight
Since 1985, donor support has led to 
Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada 
providing $3 million to support important 
research into the cause of and cure for 
brain tumours.

• in 2011, nine brain tumour research grants were   

 awarded by the organization, for projects that explore   

 diagnostic methods, patient quality-of-life and brain   

 tumour treatments.

• 69 brain tumour tissue cases were provided to the   

 brain tumour tissue bank, a brain tumour Foundation   

 of Canada-led initiative that collects human brain   

 tumour specimens and matching clinical data   

 for neuro-oncology research.

• 14 joint projects, funded through the brain tumor  

 Funders’ Collaborative, of which brain tumour    

 Foundation of Canada is a founding member,    

 concluded their research. results from this research   

 will be available in 2012.

• Calls for applications to the William donald nash brain   

 tumour Fellowship and richard motyka brain tumour   

 research Fellowship were open in 2011, with funding   

 to begin in 2012.

• Fall 2011 marked the first period of funding brain   

 tumour Foundation of Canada provides for the new,   

 three-year developmental neurobiology Collaborative   

 grants for pediatric brain cancer research. these funds are   

 awarded in partnership with the uS-based national   

 brain tumor Society.

You just hope for the best. Hope that someday 
someone will find a cure and be able to help 
brain cancer survivors have a really good life.  
That’s our dream.” Ruth Motyka

“

Dan, Richard and Ruth Motyka
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When lisa and her husband, rick, learned their son, Cole, had a 

brainstem glioma, they were devastated. they say that amid the 

turmoil of Cole’s diagnosis and the ongoing journey of recovery 

and coping with treatment side effects, brain tumour Foundation of 

Canada has been there. “When we found out about brain tumour 

Foundation of Canada it was truly a beacon in the night. Just knowing 

that the information we needed was from a reliable source that wasn’t 

promoting a specific treatment or option helped greatly. the pediatric 

brain tumour patient Handbook has been so very helpful to us.”

in addition to the handbook, Cole and his entire family have found  

care and support through brainWaVe, with lisa saying the program  

is something for the family to attend together without the pressure 

that Cole’s challenges and “difference” can create. “it has been so very 

helpful knowing that there was a group out there that understands 

what Cole was going through and what i was going through as  

his caregiver.”

Cole is now 13 and in grade seven, thriving as a young teen  

and student.

Programs and Services 
Spotlight
In 2011, thousands of individuals 
and families found compassion and 
understanding through our Information and 
Support Services and Education Program.

 

• information days and education Seminars welcomed 619  

 participants. these events bring together speakers from   

 the health care and brain tumour communities to share   

 their expertise and knowledge with an audience of   

 patients, caregivers and other medical professionals.

• adult Support groups provided a confidential, inclusive   

 environment for more than 800 people to share their   

 experiences with a brain tumour.

• 60 families took part in brainWaVe, our volunteer-led   

 pediatric program that offers families the opportunity to   

 connect with others on the journey with a brain tumour.

• information Services fulfilled 1042 requests for resources   

 and information about brain tumours.

• 4894 brain tumour patient Handbooks were distributed   

 across Canada and internationally.

• Health Care professionals’  Workshops and in-Service   

 presentations were provided to more than 300 medical   

 professionals in ontario, Saskatchewan, alberta and nova   

 Scotia. these presentations enhance insight into brain   

 tumour Foundation of Canada’s programs and services,   

 and provide up-to-date brain tumour information and   

 resources to health care professionals. this information and   

 awareness helps increase comfort in referring those   

 affected by a brain tumour to brain tumour Foundation  

 of Canada. 

“ In 2003, I heard the words that no 
parent should ever have to hear, 
‘your four-year-old son has a  
brain tumour.’ ” Lisa Walker

Cole Walker

2 0  1  1

waveBRAIN
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during the past year, our donors continued to be generous and support our 

efforts through all areas of our fundraising endeavours. our gross revenue in 

2011 reached more than $2.8 million, which represents an increase of 11.9 

per cent over 2010. the year ended with an excess of revenues over program 

expenditures of $310,592. these favourable financial conditions allowed us 

to allocate funds to further grow the research program in 2012 and maintain 

the organization’s sustainability fund.

at brain tumour Foundation of Canada 73.5 cents of every dollar spent goes 

directly to support the brain tumour community through research, support, 

information and education. Fundraising (22.9 per cent) and administrative 

(3.6 per cent) expenses are well managed accounting for 26.5 per cent of 

total expenditures. 

brain tumour Foundation of Canada follows the imagine Canada ethical 

Fundraising and Financial accountability Code. if you are interested in a 

detailed financial report, please visit www.braintumour.ca or contact Susan 

marshall at 1-800-265-5106 ext. 222 or smarshall@braintumour.ca.

Integrity and

Accountability

How Your Donations Help the Brain Tumour Community

ALLOCATION  
OF PROGRAM  
EXPENDITURES

34.5%
reSearCH 

23.5%
inFormation 
SerViCeS 

22.5%
Support 
SerViCeS 19.4%

eduCation 
SerViCeS 

Total Expenses

$2.57 million

Total Revenue

$2.88 million

1.8%inVeStment inCome 

2011 REVENUE AND EXPENSES

OVERALL
ORGANIZATIONAL
EXPENSES

26.3%donationS

71.9%FundraiSing eVentS

73.5%
programS 

22.9%
FundraiSing 3.6%

adminiStration 
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the cliché goes, “when life gives you lemons, you make lemonade,” 

and activist Femma norton brings this saying to life by taking the many 

lemons she has been given and squeezing the most out of them. 

Femma is a brain tumour survivor herself, and has taken on a nurturer’s 

role when loved ones have also faced their own diagnosis including her 

father, sister and brother, each of whom passed away from glioblastoma 

multiforme brain tumours. the disease first impacted Femma’s family 

more than 40 years ago. it was then that she took on her initial activist 

role. “i was only 22 years old at the time. back then, it was a diagnosis 

from outer space.” as little was known at that time, she began to 

advocate and research potential treatments available. 

Since then, Femma has continued to play an active role in the brain 

tumour community. one issue close to her heart is that of much-needed 

improved data collection of all brain tumours in a national registry. She 

has met with members of parliament to make them aware of the need, 

which helped lead the passing of private member’s motion, m-235. this 

motion directs the development of a nation-wide effort to collect data 

about all brain tumours. today she is working to see this  

direction implemented.

Femma also represents brain tumour Foundation of Canada at the 

Canadian alliance of brain tumour organizations (Cabto), a union of 

brain tumour organizations, to exchange information and expertise. She 

values Cabto’s collaborative structure and is proud to be a part of a 

group that works effectively together. She adds that, “Whenever i go 

to their meetings or participate in their conference calls, i feel like i’m 

helping and giving my time to the cause.”

Femma expresses her gratitude as a volunteer member of brain tumour 

Foundation of Canada’s advocacy Committee, remarking that, “it’s 

through the information available that shows they are well-informed 

and an incredibly worthwhile organization to get involved with.” 

Collaboration
Advocacy Spotlight
In 2011, Brain Tumour Foundation of  
Canada extended its advocacy program 
with the establishment of the Advocacy 
Committee. The advocacy efforts of the 
organization work to ensure those affected 
by the disease have the information and 
support to fully participate in all aspects 
of life. This includes working to change 
practices and attitudes that are not inclusive 
of the brain tumour community. 

the first-ever survey on advocacy issues for the brain tumour community 

was conducted in october 2011. this survey, along with other research, 

led to the establishment of the top issues for Canada’s brain tumour 

community related to advocacy efforts: 

• awareness about brain tumours among influencers 

• increased brain tumour research funding 

• data Collection - Counting every brain tumour 

• equal access to drugs and treatment

the organization is constantly monitoring research outcomes, tracking 

media stories and communicating with health care professionals on 

issues that could impact the brain tumour community.

in addition, as part of the advocacy section of braintumour.ca, an 

individual advocacy toolkit was made available to support the brain 

tumour community. this package is designed for those working with 

and/or on behalf of people with a brain tumour, or their health care 

partners, to help the patient obtain needed services and support,  

and to help maximize their quality of life.

Femma Norton

ALLOCATION  
OF PROGRAM  
EXPENDITURES

inFormation 
SerViCeS 
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on a beautiful July 2011 morning in St. John’s, newfoundland, 

cousins andrea Senyk and derek Zwambag approached the last leg 

of miles 4 minds, their cross-Canada bike trek that raised almost 

$12,000 in support of brain tumour research and care. 

the motivation for andrea and derek’s coast-to-coast ride drew on 

personal inspiration: they have two close friends from Highgate, 

ontario who have dealt with brain tumours. andrea’s 71 year-old 

neighbour has been fighting a tumour for ten years. “She’s gone 

through chemotherapy and suffered two strokes but she’s never 

given up,” says andrea. “She’s a role model for us.”

 the tour was also dedicated to the memory of firefighter bob Van 

goethem. the father of three children was diagnosed with a brain 

tumour in 2006 and passed away last year at the age of thirty-one. 

“our whole community misses bob so much,” says derek.  

“He showed so much strength as a firefighter and as he fought his 

tumour. He gave so much to everyone around him and we want to 

honour him.”

miles 4 minds kicked off in port Hardy, british Columbia on april 30 

with the duo cycling from the West Coast to the east over the next 

three months. along the way, andrea and derek connected with 

survivors, caregivers, loved ones and Canadians of all walks of life 

who continued to inspire them to reach 

their goal of raising money towards 

finding the cause of and cure for brain 

tumours and to improve the quality of 

life of those affected. 

admittedly, derek says he and his 

cousin had never faced a physical 

challenge quite like miles 4 minds, “but 

it’s nothing compared to the fight we’ve 

watched people with brain tumours go 

through. our bike ride was for them… 

we’re on the journey toward a cure.”

Event Spotlight
Millions of dollars are raised through 
Spring Sprint and Community Events 
every year that benefit the 55,000 
Canadians living with a brain tumour.

• Spring Sprint had a record-breaking year in 2011, raising   

 $1.66 million and surpassing the original goal of  

 $1.5 million. more than 5800 people took part in Spring Sprints  

 in 21 cities across Canada plus the Virtual run. 

• 111 Community events were held nationwide, raising   

 nearly $320,000. these events were organized in honour  

 of those affected by a brain tumour.

• Volunteers nation-wide helped raise awareness about brain   

 tumours and the organization through awareness displays   

 in local, high-traffic areas such as libraries, shopping malls   

 and community centres. in october 2011, in support of   

 brain tumour awareness month, 225 awareness displays   

 were set up across the country.

Connected 
Community

Derek Zwambag & Andrea Senyk - Miles 4 Minds
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after a diagnosis with a glioblastoma multiforme 

in 2004, yaron butterfield began attending Spring 

Sprint to promote brain tumour awareness and 

fundraise for research and patient programs. 

after a few years as a participant in the annual 

fundraiser, yaron was asked to coordinate the 

2008 event and has done so ever since. as the Vancouver Spring Sprint 

Coordinator, yaron has had the opportunity to “meet new people and 

help organize a successful event for a great cause.”

being both a brain tumour survivor and a researcher at the bC Cancer 

agency in the genome Science Centre, yaron has been able to offer 

his expertise and skills at Spring Sprint. “it means a lot to me to help 

put together an event where others affected in some way by the brain 

tumour experience can get together, meet each other, and have fun,” 

says yaron. He especially enjoys the energy of the crowd during the 

warm-up prior to the event and seeing everyone come back through the 

finish line.

Volunteer Spotlight
Each year, all across the country, volunteers 
give of their time and expertise to help 
lead Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada 
programs and services. In 2011, more 
than 700 individuals helped connect the 
brain tumour community through their 
volunteerism.

BRAIN TUMOUR FOUNDATION 
OF CANADA VOLUNTEER OF 
DISTINCTION AwARDS
a Volunteer of distinction award is given to an individual or individuals 

who embody the spirit of volunteerism and give of their time to support 

the mission and vision of brain tumour Foundation of Canada. 

in 2011, the organization recognized six volunteers with this  

award of distinction: 

• Jennifer Quinn of edmonton, ab, and Jacqueline Huff   

 of Vancouver, bC and Kathy thornton of White rock, bC   

 were recognized on october 1 at the Calgary brain tumour   

 information day Conference.

• agnes Chick and Christa Kingsley from london, on were   

 recognized on october 15 at the london brain tumour   

 information day Conference.

• Joline leblanc of moncton, nb was recognized on october   

 29 at the Halifax brain tumour information day Conference.

Yaron Butterfield

“ Being involved in an event such as the 
Spring Sprint, seeing the personalities, 
human spirit and the energy of everyone, 
is very inspiring.” Yaron Butterfield

Volunteers of Distinction 
Left to Right 
Jennifer Quinn, Jaqueline Huff,  
Kathy Thornton, Agnes Chick,  
Christa Kingsley, Joline LeBlanc

2011 Spring Sprint -  Vancouver, BC
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Special and  
Major Gifts
alison and darrell Jones    

Jack nichol Family Fund, a fund 
within london Community Foundation 

anonymous donor    

 

estate of anna alblas 

estate of lillian Janet Hodgert     

estate of marjorie Howe 

estate of phyllis randall 

Legacy Funds
the david bloom legacy Fund   

the Kelly northey legacy Fund 

the Hannah patterson legacy Fund   

the r. angus King endowment Fund

Legacy Giving

Chantalle butler  

marjory buttrum 

pam & rolando  
del maestro  

dawn & ron Fulmer   

terry Kincaid  

Jeane King  

patricia Klein  

maryanne macdonald 

William & margaret 
macdougall 

alykhan mamdani  

Susan marshall 

Heather mastromattei 

Joseph megyesi 

dwight moulin 

Vincent & moira nash 

Steve & melodie northey 

Susan relecom 

phyllis retty 

ben Seewald 

richard Seewald & Carol 
Van evera 

norman Sonnenberg 

Sean & michelle taggart 

beth tyndall 

megan Winkler & Scott 
Courtice 

Fred Wilder 

peter & Susan yates

Thank You

I have chosen to honour Bob 
through a life insurance policy that 
will leave a legacy because the 
Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada 
was a huge part of my caring for 
my husband.” Shelley Fitak

“
Shelley Fitak

Joseph barnes 

Sue barnes 

leslie Carter 

peter Chislett 

Farida Chislett 

leendert de goffau 

marion de goffau 

Shelley Fitak 

douglas Flood 

ryan Fraser 

Carina Jacobsen 

peter Jacobsen 

barbara Kennedy 

Susan marshall 

donna mcKee 

bridget plumb 

grace Schenk 

michelle thibodeau 

lois toll 

Valerie Wicks

Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada extends its deepest gratitude to everyone who 
makes our work possible. Every gift helps change the future of brain tumour research 
and patient care. Thank you for being a partner in progress and bringing hope to 
everyone affected by this disease. Hope through research. Hope through patient 
support. Hope for a cure.

Kelly Society

William & Margaret MacDougall and Family
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Monthly Giving Club
maryann abele 

dave allen 

lewis balsdon 

tony & Joan barton 

glenn bauman 

Wendy bethune 

nick betik 

iona bolger 

Jennifer bulatao 

Keith burling 

trice Cameron 

erin Chapman 

Judy Chisholm 

ann Clark 

debbie Collins 

irene Cranstone 

george daniel 

marie duff-Whichelo 

diane duplessis  

James & beth dynes 

lawrence ewanchuk 

Fran Ferguson 

patrick Fraser 

monika goodluck 

muriel grant 

patti gray Koch 

dennis griffiths 

Jean gross 

marie gwilym 

betty Haldane 

Harry Hall 

diane Halliwell 

bruce innes 

Sheila Jackson 

Carina & peter Jacobsen 

leslie Jager 

andrew Kaszowski 

Sarah Keels 

Karin larson 

Charlotte le melledo 

marianne lee 

Carol lidbetter 

angelo ligori 

priscilla loates 

Shannon low 

Frances mandell-arad 

Valerie march 

brian marriott 

ron mazza 

r. gerard meagher 

Joan medve 

brian montag 

amitabh mukerji 

Cora murphy 

Carolyn naus 

Catheline nemeth 

marian parker 

everett pope 

Susan purchase 

Carolyn reed 

nancy rideout 

Carolyn ross 

ruth russell 

Shirley Schwengler 

patricia Sharpe 

Kelly Sheardown 

Wendy Sidwell 

ralph Simons 

erinn Somerville 

rita Stones 

gwladys tanner 

graham thompson 

raymond turmaine 

belinda Wagg 

thomas Ward 

Kara Wilson

Dr. Rizek

“
Andrew Kaszowski

Bill has always been a fighter and his fight with brain cancer has been the biggest 
battle he’s ever had to face. But he’s not alone, this is a family disease.  As much as 
it has affected him, it’s also been challenging for his caregivers, his friends and our 
family.  He’s continuing to fight, and we’re standing with him in this battle.  As a 
family, we’ve decided to support the efforts of Brain Tumour Foundation of Canada 
because we believe that continued funding of research is the best way to help other 
families, in the future, as they begin their own battles with this dreadful disease.” MacDougall Family

Within the last few years I  
have discovered more and more 
people in my life have been 
affected by brain tumours. When 
I learned my career mentor was 
one of these people, I decided to 
get involved with Brain Tumour 
Foundation of Canada as a 
volunteer and monthly donor to 
do what I could to help in the 
fight that so many friends and 
loved ones are facing.” 
Andrew Kaszowski

“
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2011 NATIONAL SPONSORS 

deloitte, platinum Sponsor 

roche, gold Sponsor 

merck Canada inc., Silver Sponsor 

CriticalControl Solutions Corp., Silver Sponsor 

eisai limited, bronze Sponsor 

 

CORPORATE DONORS 

3m Canada Company 

a.m.a. plastics ltd. 

activision publishing  

aCSeSS 

adobe Systems inc. matching gifts program 

alberta blue Cross 

all Charities Campaign 

alliance data 

atCo epiC 

autodesk matching gifts program 

barrick gold Corporation  

bayer inc. 

bell Canada 

bentall Kennedy  

bmo employee Charitable Foundation 

business development bank of Canada 

Calgary Habitat for Humanity  

Canadian pacific railway Company 

Cargill Value added meats – Canada 

CaW  tCa Canada – local 27 

Cenovus energy inc. 

Charities aid Foundation 

Chubb insurance Company of Canada 

CibC  

Ciena Canada inc. 

City of brampton 

City of Winnipeg—eCF 

darlo enterprises inc. 

doyle printing Service ltd. 

edmonton public teachers 

ellisdon Corporation 

embers Services ltd. partnership 

enCana Cares Foundation 

enCana Corporation 

Factor gas liquids inc. 

Fairmont raffels Hotels international 

Federated insurance 

Fidelity investments Canada inc. 

Frito lay Canada 

gdF Suez energy north america, inc. 

global industries inc. 

gray insurance brokers inc. 

Hematite manufacturing 

Human resource association of new brunswick—Fredericton 

Hydro one employees’ & pensioners’ Charity trust 

ibm employees’ Charitable Fund 

imriS inc. 

ing direct 

intact Foundation 

interior Store display installations inc. 

international plowing match 

investors group Financial Services inc.  

Jp morgan Chase & Co. 

Kellogg Canada - london eCCo Committee 

labatt brewing Company limited 

lavalife ltd. 

lifelabs medical laboratory Services 

link-line Contractors ltd. 

manulife Financial – Waterloo 

maxxam analytics inc. 

milden Combined appeal donors Choice 

moodys llp 

Corporate Gifts

Thank You
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muenster & district donor’s Choice 

myles miracle mission Cancer assist 

national Steel Car limited 

nexen inc. 

north Waterloo Farmers mutual insurance Co. 

ontario power generation employees’ & pensioners’ Charity trust 

par Fore marketing 

peacock philanthropic Counsel inc. 

planet people  

potash Corporation of Saskatchewan inc. 

rbC Foundation 

rbC royal bank 

remedy drug Store Co. inc. 

rio tinto Qit 

rogers group of Companies 

rotary Club of bramalea 

roto-Static lanark County 

Saskatchewan government insurance  

Scotiabank 

Selectpath benefits & Financial 

Shea nerland Calnan llp  

Stewart mcKelvey Stirling Scales  

Strathcona County 

Sun life Financial  

Suncor energy Foundation 

td bank Financial group 

teluS Corporation 

tera environmental Consultants 

the glaxoSmithKline Foundation 

the ottawa Hospital Family Health team 

the Wells trust Fund 

transCanada pipelines limited 

u dayal professional Corporation 

ultramar ltd. 

union gas ltd. 

Vancouver Foundation

When rick bradt was diagnosed with a brain tumour in February 

2000, he, his wife, Connie, and his father-in-law, allen monsma, 

decided to help make a difference for those affected by the disease. 

as the managing director of a.m.a. plastics ltd., rick developed a 

donor relationship with brain tumour Foundation of Canada. Since 

the partnership began, a.m.a. plastics have given thousands of 

dollars to support brain tumour research and the organization’s 

patient services through sales of al’s Flower pouch. When asked why 

he chooses to partner with brain tumour Foundation of Canada, rick 

says, “Since my own brain tumour diagnosis, 
I’ve felt that getting information into patients’ 
hands is important. Knowing our Flower 
Pouch is seen across Canada, it offers a good 
opportunity to put Brain Tumour Foundation of 
Canada’s name in front of thousands of people 
for virtually no cost. Using the pouch to 
raise funds was a logical next step. I’ve since 
learned that there are other brain tumour-
related projects that require funding and 
support. We’re proud to be a part of the Brain 
Tumour Foundation of Canada family.”

Rick & Connie Bradt
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

Chair: Joseph megyesi 

Vice-Chair: Sean taggart 

Treasurer: patricia Klein 

Secretary: maryanne macdonald

 
DIRECTORS AT LARGE 

marjory buttrum  

Sarah Keels  

Jeane King  

marianne lee  

alykhan mamdani  

John Stevenson 

Fred Wilder

 
HONORARy MEMBERS 

pamela del maestro  

rolando del maestro  
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